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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 

System Operation Requirements: 
 

1. Air compressor – Capable of producing 75 – 125 PSI at 13 CFM minimum 

Note:  Customer supplied air compressor must have an adjustable pressure regulator 

2. Weighing scale(s) – Digital or mechanical, Capacity; 0 – 50 lbs (for hand held extinguishers), & 0 – 200 lbs (for wheeled units and 

recovery cylinders). 

3. Clean agent(s) bulk supply  

(Customer must supply 40 lbs of “clean agent” to system recovery cylinder for initial set-up) 

4. Nitrogen and Argon cylinders, with valves, and regulators  

(Customer must supply a “Charge Gas” source for initial set-up) 

Note:  Nitrogen must be a minimum of -70 degrees Fahrenheit dew point 

5. Scale stand (optional or customer supplied) or bench top 

 

 

Recommended Operating Area: 

Depth – 3 ft Width – 9 ft Height – 5 ft 

 Weight       Dimensions 

 

Console / Stand 116 lbs 24” d x 29” w x 42” h 

Recovery Cylinder (Optional or customer supplied)  79 lbs 15” d x 15” w x 49” h 

Scale (Optional or customer supplied)  12 lbs  12” d x 13” w x 3” h 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 

 

System Specifications: 

 Vacuum – 20 Inches Maximum 
 

 System Pressure – 275 PSI Maximum 
 

 Clean Agent Liquid Per Minute – 20 lbs Maximum 
 

 Moisture Eye – 20 PPM (Green = Dry), 65 PPM (Yellow = Wet) 
 

 Filters – 15 Microns Particulate Matter, 5 PPM Moisture 
 

 Recovery Cylinder – Maximum Pressure Not To Exceed 260 PSI 
 

 
 
System Capabilities: 

 

 Recover Liquid Clean Agents (Halon 1211, Halotron, or FE-36) and Vapor from Extinguishers (Portable Cylinders) 
 

 Recover Charge Gas (Nitrogen or Argon) from Extinguishers (Portable Cylinders) 
 

 Recharge Liquid Clean Agents (Halon 1211, Halotron, or FE-36), Vapor, and Charge Gas to Extinguishers (Portable Cylinders) 
 

 Recycle Contaminated or Wet Clean Agents (Halon 1211, Halotron, or FE-36) back to Specifications 
 

 Transfer Clean Agents (Halon 1211, Halotron, or FE-36) from Bulk Storage Cylinders to Extinguishers (Portable Cylinders) 
 

 Recover at a Minimum Of 99% Efficiency Rate 
 

 Detect Moisture in Clean Agents 
 

 Filter Moisture down to 5 PPM and Filter Particulate Matter down to 15 Microns 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
 

Item Numbers / Description: 

1. Clean Agent Stand/Console  31. ¼” Female Quick Coupler (Vapor/Gauge Assembly)  

2. Clean Agent Gas Booster (Pump) 32. Recovery Cylinder Adapter Assembly (Vapor Port) 

3. Moisture Filter, Auto-Drain  33. “Vapor” Port 

4. Selector Control  34. Blue “Vapor” Hand Wheel 

5. Pump Control  35. Recovery Cylinder (Optional or Customer Supplied) 

6. Charge Gas/Clean Agent Valve  36. ¼” Green “Gas” Ball Valve (Vapor/ Gauge Assembly) 

7. Liquid/Moisture Indicator  37. Male Quick Connect “Gas” (Vapor/ Gauge Assembly) 

8. Pressure/Vacuum Gauge   38. Female Quick Coupler (Charge Gas Line) 

9. Discharge Pressure Gauge   39. 100 PSI Relief Valve (Charge Gas Line) 

10. ¼” NPT Male Connector (Air Line)  40. ¼” Tee (Charge Gas Line) 

11. Fill Line, To Portable Cylinder 41. “Charge Gas” Supply Hose Assembly 

12. ¼” Blue “Vapor” Ball Valve  42. Pressure Reducing Regulator 

13. ¼” Red “Liquid” Ball Valve  43. “Charge Gas” Cylinder 

14. Female Quick Coupler (Fill Line) 

15. Extinguisher (Portable Cylinder) Adapter 

16. Extinguisher (Portable Cylinder) 

17. ¼” Purge Ball Valve 

18. Moisture Filter Shell End Plate 

19. Moisture Filter Shell Bolts * Items 12 & 13 are part of the Liquid/Vapor Assembly 

20. Moisture Filter Shell 

21. Red “Liquid” Line, To Recovery Cylinder 

22. Female Quick Coupler (Liquid Line) 

23. Recovery Cylinder Adapter Assembly (Liquid Port) 

24. “Liquid” Port 

25. Red “Liquid” Hand Wheel 

26. Blue “Vapor” Line, To Recovery Cylinder 

27. Female Quick Coupler (Vapor Line) 

28. Male Quick Connect “Vapor” (Vapor/Gauge  Assembly) 

29. ¼” Blue “Vapor” Ball Valve (Vapor/Gauge  Assembly) 

30. 0 – 600 PSI Recovery Cylinder Pressure Gauge  
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Recommended Layout 

 

* Items 12 & 13 are part of the Liquid/Vapor Assembly 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 

Set-Up Procedure 
 
1. Open all packages and unwrap all system components to prepare them for assembly. Inspect each part for evidence of shipping damage. 

(If any parts appear to be damaged please notify the freight carrier as well as Getz Equipment Innovators.) 
 
Note: Skip step 2 if a recovery cylinder is already set up and in place.   
 

2. Start with the (optional or customer supplied) recovery cylinder (item 35). Remove any valve protector caps from the valve ports 
(items 24 & 33) on the top of the recovery cylinder. Install the adapter assembly (item 23), turning clockwise, to threaded valve port 
(item 24) with the red “liquid” hand wheel. Tighten securely. Then install the adapter assembly (item 32), turning clockwise, to threaded 
valve port (item 33) with the blue “vapor” hand wheel. Tighten securely. 
 

*** Included in the shipment is a package that contains Couplings (1G0507) and Quick Connects (1G0508).  These fittings will be 
marked with green paint and are to be use with Halotron agent only.   

 

3. Connect the female quick coupler (item 31), of the vapor/gauge assembly, to the male quick connect of the adapter assembly (item 32), on 
the blue “vapor” port.  
 

4. Connect the female quick coupler (item 27), of the blue “vapor” line, to the male quick connect (item 28), on the vapor/gauge assembly. 
Then connect the female quick coupler (item 22), of the red “liquid” line, to the male quick connect (item 23) on the adapter assembly. 
 

5. Locate the “charge gas” supply hose assembly (item 41) and connect the female quick coupler (item 38) to the male quick connect (item 37). 
Attach the ¼” NPT male hose, of the “charge gas” supply hose assembly (item 41), to the low pressure side of the regulator on your “charge 
gas” supply cylinder. The “charge gas” regulator must be set to zero (0) PSI output pressure during assembly. 
 

6. The pump control (item 5), on the control console, should be in the “off” position. The charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) should be in the 
“clean agent” position. Connect the ¼” NPT male fitting (item 10) to the air compressor regulator. Set the regulator to 100 - 125 PSI. 
 

7. Use a large capacity scale (0-200 lbs) to measure the amount of “clean agent” transferred from the bulk tank to the recovery cylinder. 
 

8. Locate your “portable cylinder” clean agent(s) (Halon 1211, Halotron, or FE-36) recovery cylinder to the side of the control console, opposite  
of the small capacity scale, (As shown on page 6). The recovery cylinder should be pressurized with charge gas to approximately 60 PSI.  

 
9. Turn the selector control (item 4), on the control console, to the “recovery cylinder” position. Close the two ¼” ball valves (items 29 & 36) on 

the vapor/gauge assembly. Open both the red “liquid” hand wheel (item 25) and the blue “vapor” hand wheel (item 34) on the recovery 
cylinder.  
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10. Transfer 40 lbs of “clean agent” from the bulk tank to the optional recovery cylinder (item 35), by connecting the female quick coupler 
(item 14) on the Fill Line (item 11), to the liquid port of the bulk tank. Complete by following the procedures in this manual. 
 

11. Proceed to the next operating procedure or close all valves. 

Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
 

Recovery Procedure: 
 

1. Place the extinguisher (portable cylinder) (item 16) on the (optional or customer supplied) scale to record the total charged weight of “clean 
agent” prior to discharge.  (If the nozzle or hose is included in the initial weight, include it in the final weight.) 
 

2. Place the extinguisher (portable cylinder) (item 16) in a cylinder vise (optional or customer supplied). Remove the nozzle or hose assembly 
from the extinguisher valve and install the proper recharge adapter (item 15), tighten securely. Connect the female quick coupler (item 14), 
on the Fill Line (item 11), to the extinguisher recharge adapter (item 15).  

 
3. Fully open the blue “vapor” handwheel (item33) on the recovery cylinder, this will allow the pressure gauge (item 30) to show the recovery 

cylinder pressure.  Fully open the red “liquid” hand wheel (item 25) on the recovery cylinder (item 35). Turn the selector control (item 4), on 
the control console, to the “recovery cylinder” position. 

 
4. Locate the two, ¼” ball valves (items 12 & 13) on the Liquid/Vapor Assembly. Turn the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13) to the open 

position.  The ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 12) must be in the closed position. 
 

5. The ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29), and the ¼” green “gas” ball valve (item 36) on the vapor/gauge assembly should be closed at all 
times during the recovery procedure.  

 
6. The handle of the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6), on the control console, should be in the “clean agent” position. 

 
7. Turn the pump control (item 5) on the control console to the “on” position.  While watching the clear glass liquid/moisture indicator (item 7), 

depress the valve lever on the extinguisher (portable cylinder) (item 16) and lock open with a suitable clamping device. If the liquid flowing 
through the indicator is anything other than clear, refer to the “recycle procedure” (pages 14 – 15). 

 
8. Watch the pressure/vacuum gauge (item 8). When the pressure/vacuum gauge (item 8) reads 10 PSI, release the extinguisher from the 

cylinder vise and slowly rotate the extinguisher right side up to upside down; rock the extinguisher back and forth, while upside down. When 
the pressure/vacuum gauge (item 8) reads negative 15 inches of vacuum or greater; place the extinguisher back into the cylinder vise, 
remove the clamping device, and release the extinguisher lever. 
 

9. Close the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13), on the Liquid/Vapor Assembly. Then turn the pump control (item 5), on the control console to 
the “off” position, and disconnect the female quick coupler (item 14) from the extinguisher recharge adapter (item 15). 
 

10. Depress the extinguisher valve lever to make sure there is a good vacuum in the extinguisher (portable cylinder). It should make a whistling 
noise and suck air into the cylinder, check by putting your finger over the extinguisher adapter (item 15) hole.  
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Note: More than one hand held portable fire extinguisher may be recovered. When the recovery cylinder pressure gauge (item 30) reads 
approximately 100 PSI, the recovery cylinder is fully pressurized and the recovery process is complete. Maximum recommended 
pressure in the recovery cylinder is 100 PSI. 

Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
 

Recovery Procedure (Cont’d): 
 
 

11. You may continue the recovery process for more fire extinguishers until the recovery cylinder pressure is approximately 100 PSI or you have 
recovered approximately 200 lbs of “clean agent”. 
 
Note:  When using the (optional) recovery cylinder with the Halogenated Closed Recovery System, the maximum “clean agent” capacity is 

239 lbs. And the maximum pressure rating is 260 PSI. 
 

12. Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for disassembly, inspection, and rebuilding of each recovered extinguisher (portable cylinder). 
 

13. Before attempting to recharge the extinguisher(s) (portable cylinders), wait 15 minutes. This will allow the liquid/moisture indicator eyelet  
(item 7) to react, if moisture is present in the clean agent recovery cylinder. The liquid/moisture indicator eyelet will change from green to 
yellow if moisture is present. If moisture is indicated, refer to the “recycle procedure” (page 14 – 15). 

 
14. Proceed to the next operating procedure or close all valves. 

 
Note:   Always leave the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) in the “clean agent” position unless instructed to do otherwise. 

 
  It is recommended to flush/purge all liquid clean agent from the pump at the end of each day. 
 
  Getz Fire Equipment (DBA Getz Equipment Innovators) is not responsible for loss of agent due to incorrect operation. 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
 

Recharge Procedure: 
 
1. Install the proper recharge adapter (item 15) on the extinguisher (portable cylinder) valve. Tighten securely. Identify per the manufacturer 

label the total quantity of ‘clean agent’ required. 
 

2. Connect the female quick coupler (item 14) on the Fill Line (item 11) to the extinguisher recharge adapter (item 15).  Make sure the ¼” blue 
“vapor” ball valve (item 29) and the ¼” green “gas” ball valve (item 36), on the vapor/gauge assembly are closed. 

 
3. Open both the red “liquid” handwheel (item 25) and the blue “vapor” handwheel (item 34) on the “clean agent” recovery cylinder (item 35). 

 
4. Lay the extinguisher (portable cylinder) (item 16) on its side on the scale platform with the gauge visible.  Lock the extinguisher valve lever 

open with a clamp or adjustable cinch strap.  Turn the selector control (item 4), on the control console, to the “portables cylinder” position.  
 

5. If you are using a digital scale, “tare” the extinguisher weight. For a mechanical scale, note the “empty weight”. Slowly open the ¼” red 
“liquid” ball valve (item 13), on the Liquid/Vapor Assembly.  
 
Note: The clean agent will flow freely into the fire extinguisher (portable cylinder) (item 16). Do not turn the pump control (item 5) to the “on” 
position until the clean agent has slowed or stopped flowing into the fire extinguisher (portable cylinder) (item 16), and the weight shown on 
the scale slows or stops increasing. 
 

6. Slowly turn the pump control (item 5) to the “on” position. Check the scale for increased weight readings. As the extinguisher weight reading 
approaches within one (1) pound of calculated charge weight, slowly turn both the pump control (item 5) and the selector control (item 4) 
towards the “off” position, slowing the flow of the “clean agent” to the extinguisher. When the extinguisher reaches about ten to eleven (10-
11) ounces (about 2/3 lb) less than the calculated charge weight, turn the pump control (item 5) to the “off” position, and slowly turn the 
selector control (item 4) to the “off” position. 
 
Note:  Moving the selector control back and forth from any position will affect the portable cylinder weight. “Portables cylinder <> “off” 
(if approaching the goal weight); “recovery cylinder” <> “off” (over the goal weight), the operator should practice hitting the goal weight. 
 

7. Close the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13), on the Liquid/Vapor Assembly and then turn the selector control (item 4) to the “recovery 
cylinder” position. With the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) still in the “clean agent” position, turn the pump control (item 5) to the “on” 
position and allow the pump to cycle until the pressure vacuum gauge (item 8) reads 5 inches of vacuum. Then turn the pump control 
(item 5) to the “off” position. Turn the selector control (item 4) to the “off” position. 
 

8. Turn the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6), to the “charge gas” position. Open the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29) on the 
vapor/gauge assembly. Slowly open the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 12) on the Liquid/Vapor Assembly. 
 
Note:  When pressurizing 195 PSI extinguishers, turn the pump control (item 5) to the “off” position when the gauge needle is near the high 

side of the operable pressure, before the needle enters the red “overcharged” area, otherwise the 275 PSI relief valve will release. 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
 

Recharge Procedure (Cont’d): 
 

9. Slowly turn the pump control (item 5) to the “on” position and watch the extinguisher pressure gauge. When the extinguisher pressure gauge 
reads on the high side of the operable pressure, turn the pump control (item 5) to the “off” position. Shake the extinguisher to mix the “clean 
agent” and “charge gas”. Repeat step 9 if pressure drops below manufacturer’s recommended pressure. 
 

10. Remove the clamp or adjustable cinch strap on the extinguisher (portable cylinder) valve lever. Close the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 
12) on the Liquid/Vapor Assembly. Then close the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29) on the vapor/gauge assembly. Turn the charge 
gas/clean agent valve (item 6) to the “clean agent” position. Open the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13) on the Liquid/Vapor Assembly. 

 
11. Turn the selector control (item 4) to the “recovery cylinder” position. Turn the pump control (item 5) to the “on” position, allow the system to 

run until the pressure/vacuum gauge (item 8) reads 5 inches of vacuum. Then close the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13) and turn the 
pump control (item 5) to the “off” position. 

 
12. Disconnect the female quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), from the extinguisher recharge adapter (item 15).  Reinstall the 

safety pull pin and the tamper seal. Leak test the extinguisher according to manufacturer’s recommendations. If leak detecting fluid is used, 
blow all liquid residue out of the valve and wipe extinguisher to dry the exterior. Reinstall the hose or nozzle. Then record the final 
extinguisher assembly weight. 
 

Repeat the extinguisher recharge procedure if there are remaining extinguishers to be recharged, proceed to the next operating procedure, 
or close all valves. 
 
Note:   Always leave the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) in the “clean agent” position unless instructed to do otherwise. 

 
  It is recommended to flush/purge all liquid clean agent from the pump at the end of each day. 
 

Getz Fire Equipment (DBA Getz Equipment Innovators) is not responsible for loss of agent due to incorrect operation. 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
 

Procedure for Adding “Charge Gas” (Argon or Nitrogen) to the Recovery Cylinder: 
 

1. Install a pressure reducing regulator (item 42) to the supply valve of your Argon or Nitrogen supply cylinder (item 43). 

 

2. Attach the ¼” NPT male pipe thread, on the supply hose (item 41), to the low pressure outlet port on the regulator (item 42) of your charge 

gas supply cylinder. 

 

3. Connect the female quick coupler (item 38), on the charge gas line (item 41), to the male quick connect (item 37), on the vapor/gauge 

assembly. 

 

Note: The operator can skip step 4 if the check unit in the male connector (item 27) is not leaking, this will allow the charge gas to go directly 

into the recovery tank via the vapor/gauge assembly. 

 

4. Connect the female quick coupler (item 27), on the blue “vapor” line (item 26), to the male quick connect (item 28), on the vapor/gauge 

assembly. Then turn the selector control (item 4) on the control console to the “off” position. 

 

5. Set the pressure reducing regulator (item 42) to zero (0) output pressure, and open the supply valve on the charge gas cylinder (item 43). 

 

6. Set the regulator (item 42) to 20 PSI above the reading on the recovery cylinder pressure gauge (item 30) but not to exceed 100 PSI. 

Optimum initial operating pressure for the recovery cylinder is 65 PSI. 

 

7. Open the blue “vapor” hand wheel (item 34), on the recovery cylinder (item 35), and open the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29) on the 

vapor/gauge assembly. 

 

8. Open the ¼” green “charge gas” ball valve (item 36) until the desired pressure is reached on the recovery cylinder pressure gauge (item 30). 

Rock the recovery cylinder (item 35) back and forth to thoroughly mix the charge gas with the clean agent. 

 

9. Close the ¼” green “charge gas” ball valve (item 36) and return the pressure reducing regulator (item 42) to zero (0) output pressure. Close 

the supply valve on the charge gas cylinder (item 43). 

 

10. Proceed to the next operating procedure or close all valves. 

 

Note:   Always leave the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) in the “clean agent” position unless instructed to do otherwise. 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 

Recycle Procedure: 

(For Removal of Moisture, Acid, Particulate Matter, and/or Color) 

Caution:  If the liquid/moisture indicator eyelet (item 7) on the control console is yellow or the clean agent is any color except clear, 

the “clean agent” must be recycled through the system before you refill the extinguisher (portable cylinder). 

1. Make sure the ¼” blue “vapor” and red “liquid” ball valves (items 12 & 13), on the Liquid/Vapor Assembly, are closed. And that the charge 

gas/clean agent valve (item 6) is in the “clean agent” position. 

 

2. Turn the selector control (item 4), on the control console, to the “recovery cylinder” position. 

 

3. Close the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29) on the vapor/gauge assembly. The blue “vapor” hand wheel (item 34), on the recovery 

cylinder (item 35) can be fully open if the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29) is closed. 

 

4. The female quick coupler (item 22), on the red “liquid” line (item 21), should be connected to the male connector of the recovery cylinder 

adapter assembly (item 23.) Turn the red “liquid” hand wheel (item 25), on the recovery cylinder (item 35), fully open. 

5.   Turn the pump control (item 5) on the control console to the “on” position and allow the system to cycle until the pressure/vacuum gauge 

reads negative 5 inches of vacuum. 

6.   With the system still cycling, remove the female quick coupler (item 27), on the blue “vapor” line (item 26), from the male quick connect 

(item 28) on the vapor/gauge assembly. 

7.   Connect the female quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), to the male quick connect (item 28) on the vapor/gauge assembly.  

8.   Turn the pump control (item 5) to the “off” position and turn the selector control (item 4) to the “portables cylinder” position. 

9. Open the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29) on the vapor/gauge assembly, and open the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13), on the 

Liquid/Vapor Assembly. (Make sure the blue “vapor” handwheel (item 34) and the red “liquid” handwheel (item 25) on the recovery cylinder 

(item 35) are fully open.) 

10. Turn the pump control (item 5) to the “on” position. Allow the system to circulate the “clean agent” through the filters until the liquid/moisture 

indicator eyelet (item 7) turns green or the “clean agent” looks clear through the liquid/moisture indicator glass. 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 

Recycle Procedure (Cont’d): 

 

Note: Do not turn the pump control (item 5) fully on, as the system may build pressure after several minutes during the recycle phase 

because particulate matter will start to collect in the Y-Strainer. Closely watch the discharge pressure gauge (item 9) and slow the 

speed of the pump by turning the pump control (item 5) towards the “off” position (or “off”) if the discharge pressure gauge (item 9) 

begins to read over 200 PSI. 

 

Refer to the “Procedure for Filter Replacement and Cleaning Brass Strainer” (pages 20-21) if the liquid/moisture indicator eyelet (item 

7) does not change to green or the color does not return to clear within four hours. 

 

11. Turn the pump control (item 5), on the control console to the “off” position. Turn the selector control (item 4) to the “recovery cylinder” 

position. Close the blue “vapor” hand wheel (item 34), on the recovery cylinder (item 35).  

12. Turn the pump control (item 5), on the control console to the “on” position and allow the system to cycle until the pressure/vacuum gauge 

(item 8) reads negative 5 inches of vacuum. Then close both the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29) on the vapor/gauge assembly and the 

red “liquid” ball valve (item 13), on the Liquid/Vapor Assembly.  Turn pump control (item 5) to the “off” position. 

13. Close the red “liquid” hand wheel (item 25), on the recovery cylinder (item 35). Turn the selector control (item 4) to the “off” position. 

14. Disconnect the female quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), from the male quick connect (item 28), on the vapor/gauge 

assembly. Connect the female quick coupler (item 27), on the blue “vapor” line, to the male quick connect (item 28), on the vapor/gauge 

assembly. 

15.  Proceed to the next operating procedure or close all valves. 
 
Note:   Always leave the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) in the “clean agent” position unless instructed to do otherwise. 

 
  It is recommended to flush/purge all liquid clean agent from the pump at the end of each day. 
 
  Getz Fire Equipment (DBA Getz Equipment Innovators) is not responsible for loss of agent due to incorrect operation. 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
 

Procedure for Switching Clean Agents (Halon 1211 or FE-36): 
 

1. Open both the red “liquid” hand wheel (item 25) and the blue “vapor” hand wheel (item 34) on the recovery cylinder (item 35). Make sure the 
¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29), on the vapor/gauge assembly is closed. Then turn the selector control (item 4), on the control console, 
to the “recovery cylinder” position. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “on” and allow the system to cycle until the pressure/vacuum gauge 
(item 8) reads negative 5 inches of vacuum. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “off”. 
 

2. Disconnect the female quick coupler (item 27), on the vapor line (item 26), from the male quick connect (item 28), on the vapor/gauge 
assembly, if it is connected. Connect the female quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), to the male quick connect (item 28) on the 
vapor/gauge assembly. 
 

3. Make sure the selector control (item 4), is still in the “recovery cylinder” position and the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) is in the 
“clean agent” position. Open the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29), on the vapor/gauge assembly and the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve  
(item 13) on the Liquid/Vapor Assembly. 
 

4. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “on”. Allow the pump to run for 1 minute to purge all liquid from the system. 
 

5. Close the blue hand wheel on the recovery tank (item34) and allow the system to cycle until the pressure/vacuum gauge (item 8) reads 
negative 5 inches of vacuum. Then close the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29), on the vapor/gauge assembly and turn the pump control 
(item 5) to “off”. 
 

6. Connect the female quick coupler (item 38) on the Nitrogen supply hose (item 41), to the male quick connect (item 37) on the vapor/gauge 
assembly. 
 

7. Set the pressure reducing regulator (item 42) to zero (0) output pressure, and open the supply valve on the Nitrogen cylinder (item 43). 
 

8. Set the regulator to 20 PSI above the reading on the recovery cylinder pressure gauge (item 30), but do not exceed 80 PSI. Open the ¼” 
green “gas” ball valve (item 36) on the vapor/gauge assembly. 
 

9. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “on”. Allow the pump to run for 1 minute to purge all vapor from the system. 
 

10. Set the pressure reducing regulator (item 42) to zero (0) output pressure, and close the supply valve on the Nitrogen cylinder (item 43). 
Then close the ¼” green “gas” ball valve (item 36), on the vapor/gauge assembly. Allow the system to cycle until the pressure/vacuum 
gauge (item 8) reads negative 5 inches of vacuum. Close the red “liquid” hand wheel (item 25), on the recovery cylinder (item 35). Turn the 
pump control (item 5) to “off” 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
 

Procedure for Switching Clean Agents (Halon 1211 or FE-36) (Cont’d): 
 

11. Close the red “liquid” ball valve (item 13) to the Fill Line. Disconnect the female quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), from the 
male quick connect (item 28), on the vapor/gauge assembly. 
 
Note:   The ¼” purge ball valve (item 17) can be opened at this time to relieve the Nitrogen pressure inside the Halogenated Closed 
Recovery System. The operator should only open the ¼” purge ball valve (item 17) if they are certain that all of the liquid and vapor, of the 
“clean agent”, in the Halogenated Closed Recovery System has been purged by a Nitrogen source. If not, the Halogenated Closed Recovery 
System can be relieved of internal pressure by using two or three empty 17lb clean agent extinguishers and by carefully following steps A & B. 
 

A. Install the proper recharge adapter (item 15) on one empty 17lb clean agent extinguisher. Connect the female quick coupler 

(item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), to the extinguisher recharge adapter (item 15) and lock the extinguisher valve open with a clamp 

or adjustable cinch strap. Open the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13) to the Fill Line and turn the selector control (item 4) to the 

“portables cylinder” position. 

B. Leave the extinguisher connected to the Halogenated Closed Recovery System until the discharge pressure gauge (item 9) on the 

control console stops decreasing in pressure. Release the extinguisher valve lever, close the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13). 

Disconnect the female quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), from the extinguisher recharge adapter (item 15). Connect 

another empty extinguisher if necessary. Repeat steps A & B until the discharge pressure gauge (item 9) reads zero (0) PSI. 

Note: The contents of the extinguisher(s) used to relieve the internal pressure of the Halogenated Closed Recovery System may be 
reclaimed by following the “recovery procedure” (pages 9 & 10). 
 

12. Remove the recovery cylinder adapter assemblies (items 23 & 32) and install them on the next recovery cylinder containing the clean agent 
that you will be working with (Halon 1211 or FE-36). 
 

13. Reconnect the female quick coupler (item 22), of the red “liquid” line (item 21), to the male quick connect (item 23), on the recovery cylinder. 
Then reconnect the female quick coupler (item 27), of the blue “vapor” line (item 26), to the male quick connect (item 28), on the 
vapor/gauge assembly.  
 

14. You may now use a different clean agent (Halon 1211 or FE-36) except Halotron. Proceed to the next operating procedure or 
close all valves. 
 
Note:   Always leave the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) in the “clean agent” position unless instructed to do otherwise. 

It is recommended to flush/purge all liquid clean agent from the pump at the end of each day. 
  Getz Fire Equipment (DBA Getz Equipment Innovators) is not responsible for loss of agent due to incorrect operation. 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
 

Procedure for Switching to Halotron: 
 

1. Open both the red “liquid” hand wheel (item 25) and the blue “vapor” hand wheel (item 34) on the recovery cylinder (item 35). Make sure the 
¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29), on the vapor/gauge assembly is closed. Then turn the selector control (item 4), on the control console, 
to the “recovery cylinder” position. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “on” and allow the system to cycle until the pressure/vacuum gauge 
(item 8) reads negative 5 inches of vacuum. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “off”. 
 
*** Included in the shipment is a package that contains Couplings (1G0507) and Quick Connects (1G0508).  These fittings will be 
marked with green paint and are to be use with Halotron agent only. 
 

2. Disconnect the female quick coupler (item 27), on the vapor line (item 26), from the male quick connect (item 28) on the vapor/gauge 
assembly, if it is connected. Connect the female quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), to the male quick connect (item 28) on the 
vapor/gauge assembly. 
 

3. Make sure the selector control (item 4), is still in the “recovery cylinder” position and the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) is in the 
“clean agent” position. Open the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29), on the vapor/gauge assembly and the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve 
(item 13), to the Fill Line. 
 

4. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “on”. Allow the pump to run for 1 minute to purge all liquid from the system. 
 

5. Close the blue hand wheel on the recovery tank (item34) and allow the system to cycle until the pressure/vacuum gauge (item 8) reads 
negative 5 inches of vacuum. Then close the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29), on the vapor/gauge assembly and turn the pump control 
(item 5) to “off”. 
 
Caution:  Do not mix Nitrogen with Halotron 
 

6. Connect the female quick coupler (item 38) on the Argon supply hose (item 41), to the male quick connect (item 37) on the 
vapor/gauge assembly. 
 

7. Set the pressure reducing regulator (item 42) to zero (0) output pressure, and open the supply valve on the Argon cylinder (item 43). 
 

8. Set the regulator to 20 PSI above the reading on the recovery cylinder pressure gauge (item 30), but do not exceed 80 PSI. Open the ¼” 
green “gas” ball valve (item 36) on the vapor/gauge assembly. 
 

9. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “on”. Allow the pump to run for 1 minute to purge all vapor from the system. 
 

10. Set the pressure reducing regulator (item 42) to zero (0) output pressure, and close the supply valve on the Argon cylinder (item 43). Then 
close the ¼” green “gas” ball valve (item 36), on the vapor/gauge assembly.  
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
 
Procedure for Switching to Halotron (Cont’d): 

 

Allow the system to cycle until the pressure/vacuum gauge (item 8) reads negative 5 inches of vacuum. Close the red “liquid” hand wheel 
(item 25), on the recovery cylinder (item 35). Turn the pump control (item 5) to “off” 

 
11. Close the red “liquid” ball valve (item 13) to the Fill Line. Disconnect the female quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), from the 

male quick connect (item 28), on the vapor/gauge assembly. 
 
Note:   The ¼” purge ball valve (item 17) can be opened at this time to relieve the Argon pressure inside the CASP-G1. The operator should 
only open the ¼” purge ball valve (item 17) if they are certain that all of the liquid and vapor, of the “clean agent”, in the CASP-G1 has been 
purged by an Argon source. If not, the CASP-G1 system can be relieved of internal pressure by using 
two or three empty 17lb clean agent extinguishers and by carefully following steps A & B. 
 

A. Install the proper recharge adapter (item 15) on one empty 17lb clean agent extinguisher. Connect the female quick coupler 

(item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), to the extinguisher recharge adapter (item 15) and lock the extinguisher valve open with a clamp 

or adjustable cinch strap. Open the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13) to the Fill Line and turn the selector control (item 4) to the 

“portables cylinder” position. 

B. Leave the extinguisher connected to the CASP-G1 system until the discharge pressure gauge (item 9) on the control console stops 

decreasing in pressure. Release the extinguisher valve lever, close the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13). Disconnect the female 

quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), from the extinguisher recharge adapter (item 15). Connect another empty 

extinguisher if necessary. Repeat steps A & B until the discharge pressure gauge (item 9) reads zero (0) PSI. 

Note: The contents of the extinguisher(s) used to relieve the internal pressure of the CASP-G1 system may be reclaimed by following the 
“recovery procedure” (pages 9 & 10). 
 

12. Remove the recovery cylinder adapter assemblies (items 23 & 32) and install them on the recovery cylinder containing Halotron. 
 

13. Reconnect the female quick coupler (item 22), of the red “liquid” line (item 21), to the male quick connect (item 23), on the recovery cylinder. 
Then reconnect the female quick coupler (item 27), of the blue “vapor” line (item 26), to the male quick connect (item 28), on the 
vapor/gauge assembly. 
 

You may now use Halotron. Proceed to the next operating procedure or close all valves. 
 
Note:   Always leave the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) in the “clean agent” position unless instructed to do otherwise. 

  It is recommended to flush/purge all liquid clean agent from the pump at the end of each day. 
Getz Fire Equipment (DBA Getz Equipment Innovators) is not responsible for loss of agent due to incorrect operation. 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
Procedure for Filter Replacement and Cleaning Brass Strainer: 
 

1. Open both the red “liquid” hand wheel (item 25) and the blue “vapor” hand wheel (item 34) on the recovery cylinder (item 35). Make sure the 
¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29), on the vapor/gauge assembly is closed. Then turn the selector control (item 4), on the control console, 
to the “recovery cylinder” position. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “on” and allow the system to cycle until the pressure/vacuum gauge 
(item 8) reads negative 5 inches of vacuum. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “off”. 
 

2. Disconnect the female quick coupler (item 27), on the vapor line (item 26), from the male quick connect (item 28), on the vapor/gauge 
assembly, if it is connected. Connect the female quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), to the male quick connect (item 28) on the 
vapor/gauge assembly. 
 

3. Make sure the selector control (item 4), is still in the “recovery cylinder” position and the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) is in the “clean 
agent” position. Open the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29), on the vapor/gauge assembly and the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve 
(item 13) to the Fill Line. 

 

4. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “on”. Allow the pump to run for 1 minute to purge all liquid from the system. 
 

5. Close the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29), on the vapor/gauge assembly and allow the system to cycle until the pressure/vacuum gauge 
(item 8) reads negative 5 inches of vacuum. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “off”. 
 
Note:  The appropriate “charge gas” for Halon 1211 or FE-36 is (Nitrogen), for Halotron it’s (Argon). 

 

6. Connect the female quick coupler (item 38) on the appropriate “charge gas” supply hose (item 41), to the male quick connect (item 37) on the 
vapor/gauge assembly. 

 

7. Set the pressure reducing regulator (item 42) to zero (0) output pressure, and open the supply valve on the “charge gas” cylinder (item 43). 
 

8. Set the regulator to 20 PSI above the reading on the recovery cylinder pressure gauge (item 30), but do not exceed 80 PSI. Open the ¼” 
green “gas” ball valve (item 36) on the vapor/gauge assembly. 

 

9. Turn the pump control (item 5) to “on”. Allow the pump to run for 1 minute to purge all vapor from the system. 
 

10. Set the pressure reducing regulator (item 42) to zero (0) output pressure, and close the supply valve on the “charge gas” cylinder (item 43). 
Then close the ¼” green “gas” ball valve (item 36), on the vapor/gauge assembly. Close the blue “vapor” hand wheel (item 34), on the 
recovery cylinder (item 35) and open the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29) on the vapor/gauge assembly. Allow the system to cycle until the 
pressure/vacuum gauge (item 8) reads negative 5 inches of vacuum. Close the red “liquid” hand wheel (item 25), on the recovery cylinder 
(item 35). Turn the pump control (item 5) to “off” 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
Procedure for Filter Replacement and Cleaning Brass Strainer (Cont’d): 
 

11. Close the ¼” blue “vapor” ball valve (item 29) on the vapor/gauge assembly and the red “liquid” ball valve (item 13) to the Fill Line. Disconnect 
the female quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), from the male quick connect 
(item 28), on the vapor/gauge assembly. 
 
Note:   The ¼” purge ball valve (item 17) can be opened at this time to relieve the “charge gas” pressure inside the Halogenated Closed 
Recovery System. The operator should only open the ¼” purge ball valve (item 17) if they are certain that all of the liquid and vapor, of the 
“clean agent”, in the Halogenated Closed Recovery System has been purged by a “charge gas” source. If not, the Halogenated Closed 
Recovery System can be relieved of internal pressure by using two or three empty 17lb clean agent extinguishers and by carefully following 
steps A & B. 
 

A. Install the proper recharge adapter (item 15) on one empty 17lb clean agent extinguisher. Connect the female quick coupler 

(item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), to the extinguisher recharge adapter (item 15) and lock the extinguisher valve open with a clamp 

or adjustable cinch strap. Open the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13) to the Fill Line and turn the selector control (item 4) to the 

“portables cylinder” position. 

B. Leave the extinguisher connected to the Halogenated Closed Recovery System until the discharge pressure gauge (item 9) on the 

control console stops decreasing in pressure. Release the extinguisher valve lever, close the ¼” red “liquid” ball valve (item 13). 

Disconnect the female quick coupler (item 14), on the Fill Line (item 11), from the extinguisher recharge adapter (item 15). Connect 

another empty extinguisher if necessary. Repeat steps A & B until the discharge pressure gauge (item 9) reads zero (0) PSI. 

Note: The contents of the extinguisher(s) used to relieve the internal pressure of the Halogenated Closed Recovery System may be 

reclaimed by following the “recycle procedure” (pages 14 & 15). 

12. After all pressure has been relieved, remove the bolts (items 19) from the filter shell (item 20). Lift the filter end plate (item 18) away from the 

filter shell and replace the filter elements; following replacement procedures found on each replacement filter element canister. 

13. Loosen the nut from brass strainer, pull the nut and screen assembly out of the strainer and clean as necessary. 

14. Reconnect the female quick coupler (item 22), of the red “liquid” line (item 21), to the male quick connect (item 23), on the recovery cylinder. 

Then reconnect the female quick coupler (item 27), of the blue “vapor” line (item 26), to the male quick connect (item 28), on the 

vapor/gauge assembly. 

15. Proceed to the next operating procedure or close all valves. 
 
Note:   Always leave the charge gas/clean agent valve (item 6) in the “clean agent” position unless instructed to do otherwise. 

It is recommended to flush/purge all liquid clean agent from the pump at the end of each day. 
Getz Fire Equipment (DBA Getz Equipment Innovators) is not responsible for loss of agent due to incorrect operation. 
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Model: Halogenated Closed Recovery System 
Recommended Periodic Maintenance: 
 

Note: These are minimum recommendations which can be performed on a more frequent basis, or as needed. 

 

1. Lubricate all male quick connects (items 23, 28, & 37) and recharge adapters with a light coat of high quality o-ring lubricant when female 

quick couplers (items 14, 22, 27, & 38) are difficult to connect/disconnect. 

 

2. Every two weeks, or every 50 extinguishers, or after the Recycle Procedure is performed, remove the nut on the brass strainer and clean as 

necessary.  (Refer to the “Procedure for filter replacement and cleaning brass strainer”). 

 

3. Once per month, check the complete system for leaks (while performing the “recharge” or “recycle” procedure) using a refrigerant leak 

detector or leak detecting fluid. 

Note: If a leak detecting fluid is utilized, proper care should be observed to remove all excess fluid after testing. 

4. Once per month, retighten all bolts and nuts securing component parts to the system. 

 

5. Every three (3) months, or if pump slows while operating, lubricate the spool valve in the gas booster (item 2). 

(Refer to the “Clean agent pump operation and maintenance manual”). 

 

6.  Once per year, dismantle the gas booster (item 2). Clean and lubricate the o-rings on the air drive piston (refer to the booster manual). 

 

7. Once per year, change the filter elements (in item 22). (Refer to the “procedure for filter replacement and cleaning brass strainer”). 

 

8. Once per year, have your charge gas regulator on the charge gas supply cylinder cleaned and recalibrated. 
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MODEL: HALOGENATED CLOSED RECOVERY SYSTEM 

Troubleshooting Guide: 

Problem: Solution: 

 

1. Clean agent flows slowly or not 1. A. Make sure all red “liquid” valves are open and the 

at all through the system    selector valve is in the proper position. 

  B. Check or change filters inside of the moisture 

    filter shell (item 20) and clean the brass strainer 

    (refer to procedure on pages 20-21.) 

  C.  Make sure all of the female quick couplers (items 14, 22, 27, & 38)  

are clear of debris and that the internal check units are functioning 

properly. 

 

2. Clean agent leaks from the female 2. Relieve internal pressure in system. (refer to 

quick couplers (items 14, 22, 27, & 38)  procedure on pages 20-21), replace u-cup seal on  

  the inside of the female quick coupler or replace 

  the female quick coupler. 

 

3. Pump cycle is slow 3. A. Check the incoming air pressure to the system, 

    set at 75 – 125 PSI and 13 CFM minimum. 

  B. Refer to spool valve lubricating instructions 

    in the clean agent gas booster maintenance 

    manual. (refer to procedure on pages 26 – 39) 

 

4. Pump control or charge gas/ 4. Insert an allen wrench in set screw on the side of 

clean agent valve is leaking  the handle and loosen the set screw until the 

Clean agent.  Handle is free. Lift the handle off the valve and 

  slightly tighten the slotted packing nut around 

  the valve stem. Replace the handle and retighten 

  the set screw; or replace the valve. 

 

5. Pump cycles but will not build 5. Refer to “operations manual” for the procedure you 

pressure   are performing and verify that all valves are 

  properly positioned and that all fittings are 

  properly connected. 
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MODEL: HALOGENATED CLOSED RECOVERY SYSTEM 

Troubleshooting Guide (Cont’d): 

 

Problem: Solution: 

 

6. Moisture indicator will not turn 6. A. Refer to the “procedure for filter replacement 

green, or is white   and cleaning brass strainer”. 

  B. If moisture indicator eyelet is white, replace with 

   new moisture indicator eyelet. Relieve all internal 

   pressure in accordance with procedure on pages 20-21. 

 

7. Red “liquid”, blue “vapor”, or 7. Replaces with new ball valve(s). 

green “gas”; ball valves leak 

clean agent 

 

8. Relief valve exhausts Halon 8. Refer to the “operations manual” for the procedure 

  you are performing. Verify that all valves are in the 

  proper position and all fittings are properly connected. 

 

9. Pump cycles but will not pull 9. Leak test the system with a clean agent leak 

a vacuum  detector, repair leaks as necessary. 

  

10. Clean agent leaks around the tank 10. Tighten adapters or replace gaskets in adapters. 

valve adapters (items 23 & 32) 

 

11. Clean agent leaks out of the pump 11. Refer to the clean agent pump maintenance manual 

 

12. Extinguisher begins building weight 12. Add more clean agent (that is currently being used) to  

then stops. Or the extinguisher  the recovery cylinder and pressurize to approximately 

builds pressure but little or no weight.  65 PSI. (reference procedure on page 13.) 

 

13. Extinguisher is recharged but the 13. Add the appropriate charge gas to the recovery 

pressure gauge on the extinguisher  cylinder in accordance with the procedure on page 13. 

drops below manufacturer’s   recover the clean agent and recharge the extinguisher 

recommended gauge pressure.  In accordance with applicable procedures. 
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MODEL: HALOGENATED CLOSED RECOVERY SYSTEM 

 
 

Recommended Spare Parts: 

 

Part Number Description QTY 

 1G0411 Valve 3/8 2-Way (Pump Control) 1 

 1G0412  Valve 3/8 3-Way (Charge Gas/Clean Agent) 1 

 1G0446  Moisture Eye 1 

 1G0418  Core for Shell (2 Per) 2 

 1G0042  Valve ¼ Turn ¼” Male x ¼” Female Brass 4 

 1G0447  Strainer 3/8” Y (Nut/Screen Replacement) 1 

 1G0394  Seal Kit Air Drive Control Kit for Gas Booster 1 

 1G0395  Seal Kit Fluid Drive Gas Booster 1 

 1G0029  Coupling Female w/Check Unit ¼” 2 

 ----------  Seal Lubricant for Halon Pump Air Drive 1 TUBE 

 ----------  O-Ring Lubricant 1 TUBE 
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